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INFINITE KEN
This richly illustrated book depicts different moods with meditative prose. Various states of mind, ranging from
anxiety to depression to ecstasy - even to the ineffable epiphany of embracing one's death - becoming more
complimentary and transcendental.
There's a psychedelic art gallery, depicting beings and worlds beyond gods, aliens, planets, heavens, hells, and
so on. Finally, there's a speculative essay which aims to de-mystify esoteric, alien, and supernatural notions, which are
really the hidden layers of an organic, nourishin, co-evolutionary omniverse.
NTRO:
'NECESSARY QUACKERY''

My philosophy can be termed, 'necessary quackery', in the respect that my speculations, whether
accurate/right, or wrong, stimulates the informational pool from unexpected depths, rather than( just) consolidating knowledge in a cold, calculating, cautious manner. In this sense, its better to be wrong, while on the
right path, than to be right on a wrong, or misguided one. One's way for living a fulfilling, meaningful existence
is already set, it's just a matter of clearing away the debris of others' misguided attempts to find their way. The
more one sees the indirect relationship of everything( all things are magnetic pieces in a shuffling puzzle) one
will see more clues, and find indirect clues within the obvious clues. In this sense, there's no waste, nor victory,
loss, or failure. Thus I fail my way to success, and quit until the goal reaches me, since all paths intertwine on
various levels - especially to those who are open enough. Truth catches up to you, sooner or later, when you
cease chasing it. It's about asking the pre-answered questions, and pondering the pre-solved dilemmas, not
about projecting questionable answers onto overblown problems.
In this post-modernist era of informational overload, disinformation, confusion, quick fixes, and revisionism of outmoded systems, its misguided to decode and provoke antagonistic systems, or limit one's vista to
mere technical calculation. Even expert decoding and calculation perpetuates systems to be self-preserving.
This also leads to discriminating mindsets, which results in the demonization of potential allies(
e.g.,scapegoating, 'us against them' mentalities). All this drains our vital compassion.
Necessary quackery is the next phase of problem solving. One's compassionate curiosity, creativity, and
sincerity resolves most dilemmas because it discourages exaggerated competition, and other self-devouring patterns. This allows the problem to integrate into something greater, evolving into a possibility, hence becoming
its own solution. This approach may even resolve the paradoxes of pre-reality, which presently affect unseen
evolutionary processes. Many of these 'pre-dilemmas are really the ignored stimuli emanating from 'nothingness': the neglected impulses necessary to living freely within the incalculable limits of evolving consciousness
. We need to formulate freer structures( broader philosophies, languages, symbols, systems ) in order to shape
the all-welcoming, re-integrating portals the cosmos has sought even before its inception.
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Poetic meditations and revelations
Meditative struggle:
I unravel the bandages of conformity, trauma, and negativity. As I remove each layer, the air becomes fresher, the scenery, clearer,
and the sounds, more audible. I feel so light-bodied, that I bounce with each step - as if about to fly. But I'm soon weighed down by
my own naked, aching, weary body. So I remove my hands as if they're sweltering gloves, my legs as if itchy jeans, my torso as if it's
a bulky coat, and my head as if it's a stifling helmet. I take everything off and the air is fresher. Sights, sounds and scents are
magnified. My insides are exposed. But I find large blocks and stones embedded in my muscles and bones. I remove them, which
enables me to shrink within myself, and now I can remove the smaller stones, those suppressed burdens buried deep within the
minutest muscle fibers.
Each stone that I remove, allows me to go even deeper - to the point that I'm occupying atomic space. I hear wonderful,
ineffable sounds, and smell/inhale spiritually energizing aromas - which can only be grasped by the spiritual senses. The cool air down
here is even more powerful than an arctic wind, though it isn't as penetrating. Since this darkness doesn't 'swallow' me - in the sense
that I vanish - it becomes all-enveloping, like the universe. This oneness allows me to see with my ears, smell with my eyes, and feel
with my nose; there's a tactile relationship between my senses. And all artistic, musical, spiritual, and psychological experiences are
unified.
However, my heart begins to pound, and I'm tensing up. But I reclaim my heart, which I realize was on a pulsating, stressed engine of
some sort, seemingly on the verge of breaking down. I pick it up, and leave the room of unprovoked confrontation - locking the door.
My heart beats slower, as the crashing sounds become muffled... I calmly, yet briskly pass through the long, low-lit hallway of
neutrality. Only soft, gentle echoes can be heard. The thunderous machine now sounds like a steady rainfall, the kind which puts you
to sleep because you know you're going to wake up to a bright Summer morning. I hear a distant boom, and I know that the engine has
exploded, engulfing the room... although I can care less about that disaster I left far behind.
Now that I can regulate my heartbeat, I can master different rhythms, and thus speed up, or adapt. I need not keep up with the
rushing crowds, because I'm like the moon or sun - overlooking everybody. It can either be not too far behind, following them, or be a
step ahead, no matter how great the distance. And a tremor or hurricane can't knock me off-balance... I'm not an obstacle - I am the
vent through which the air blows, and I'm the gaping hole opened by the earthquake or whatever great disturbance: a portal to another
world.

But negative thoughts, nervous twitches, and disturbing images and sounds are threatening my calm state, like someone trying to
scribble over my masterpiece in progress. I feel muscle cramps, and the most aggravating itches, as if my flesh is being scraped with a
rusty wire. My joints feel seized by mini-plyers. And my breathing is so tense, that I feel like I'm inhaling and exhaling through a
crumpled straw, in high humidity. However, I overcome these obstacles rather easily, simply by exposing my ears to the most jarring
sounds - explosions and crashes may startle me, but they allow me to appreciate the tranquil silence that soon follows - a silence
which is always there... and I savor the sights and sounds of an undisturbed reality, as I look away from a disfigured, smelly being.
If I choke on something, or hold my breath, I'm able to breathe naturally - with greater force - after unclogging my throat.
And my limbs feel weightless once they're freed from the industrial strength clamps. This liberation is comparible to the survivor of a
shipwreck rising to the surface: the landscape, city, and horizon looks that much bigger, greater, more inviting and personal, yet allinclusive. And you're likely to notice the different cloud formations, as well as seeing beyond the vanishing point of the horizon.
If the aches, cramps, negative thoughts, and other unpleasant sensations return, I focus on the ripples and currents of water, the folds
and creases of silk, or whatever fluid and shapeless thing. These things can't suffer - even if bubbles burst, waves crash, if satin is
pinched, etc. Thus, when I'm pained, or if I'm distracted by negativity, I imagine water or silk feeling these sensations - which in turn
allows me to experience a state of emptiness/ openness, like the gentle breeze blowing through a window - and the air can feel
nothing even though it interracts with everything. Ironically, the directionless currents of water and the formless creases of silk soothe
my insides, because these sensations emanate from unknown angles and sources, so my mind can't process them... if anything my
mind is infiltrated for the better.
When someone grinds clay, you don't feel it suffer, or if someone crumples paper, breaks a bottle, etc. I merge with the
mysterious properties of all objects and elements, contemplating their essence. The brightest, most illuminating ray blinds my negative
eye, while nourishing me with its enigmatic energies.
Though I'm fairly serene, I want to lay down, standing, walking, and so on stresses my body. But as I sit upright, with the
overwhelming desire to lean back against a cushion, I imagine my rear (spine, hamstrings, buttocks, and the back of my skull) forming
an inner cushion - so I lean my insides( heart, brain,ribcage, asophagus) against my backparts. The aches and cramps are massaged as
my inside and backside hug each other. My middle/inner side becomes another cushion, so that my face, chest, thighs, and the rest of
my front side can lean against it. My front side in turn becomes a blanket. My insides are as soft and weightless as the puffy stuffing
of a pillow. I apply this relaxation technique to my lower body now - my knees and groin lean against my hamstrings, buttocks, etc.
Since my upper body is totally relaxed, it can now rest on my lower body, like another mattress being added. This inner comfort
doesn't leave me, even if I'm standing, sitting, or walking; I rest even while in action.

I keep removing the stones, ropes and bandages, from my ears, eyes, nose, bones, throat, mind, and innermost self. I see,
think, etc., with more clarity, and move/breathe with greater freedom.
My stiff muscles/insides are like cake mix being stirred into passive batter by a low-humming, yet powerful mixer.
My insides ooze into the oven that is my gut, forming into a crispy, spongey mass that warms and comforts me all over.
I'm so relaxed that I'm literally melting, but I don't drip into a hole. I land on a lake like a raindrop. My rigid
bodyparts dissolve, merging with the surface, while my innermost self is sucked into the cool whirlpool. The currents
penetrate me like acupuncture needles. My tense bodyparts on the surface relax, as the bubbles pop; my muscles
lengthen like waves, spreading like ripples, eventually making their way to the bottom.
Revelations during meditation:
I am the upturned, everfilling cup, being pushed down the deepest ocean. This limitless water supply surpasses my unquenchable
thirst - for the very pressure that's trying to get me down fills me all the more. Even if I lose my focus, I'm boosted up to the heavens
like a rocket.
I reach the murky bottom, but I realize that I'm on top of a hidden world - though those at the top/on the shallow surface
wouldn't know it. I merge with the peaceful darkness. Suddenly, a yellowish-white, transclucent light emanates from it, like a baby
making its way through the womb. It highlights the contours of buildings, persons - I realize that this light is a sun shining on a new
world. But I don't experience this world as an outsider; rather, I'm the negative space - the very air outlining physical shapes. The
segmented rows of windows on buildings are like the grill of an air-conditioner to me, since I feel its refreshing draft. All things and
persons embrace each other through my all-enveloping aura. No building or mountain obstructs my airy spirit; I'm able to pass
through matter by way of the tiny cracks and minute holes. Since nothing obstructs my view, I see through material reality, and it soon
vanishes like a drawing being erased, revealing the purest white light. Then the night comes, and again I merge with the clear
darkness...
Even if one's window is small, one still merges with the infinite light that passes through, as one approaches the seemingly expanding
window.
No matter how deeply I'm buried, how great the weight - I project light beams unseen by the mean, who don't know what I
mean. In that sense, my dreams are redeeming, not demeaning.
Either one is blinded by a brilliant light source, or like laser surgery, one's vision is enhanced. The brightest and greatest stars
are beyond our galaxy.
The wonderful sensation of waking up repeats itself over and over, which reveals worlds of endless possibilities to me. I open my eyes
and find myself on the brownest, smoothest beach by an ocean so shiny that its glassy surface reflects the water-blue sky.

I wake up and find myself by the city lights of a futuristic world. The neon lights, gleaming windows, and labrynthine row of floors
enable me to view architecture in a way that isn't foreboding, familiar, oppressive or bland. I don't know which compartment to
explore first. I enter a brightly lit store. I see colorful posters, dvd covers, and magazines. But there are no set images, because the
abstract colors and shapes take on many forms. The feeling of seeing something new and exciting is never elusive.
I find myself on another planet. Its trees, mountains, and landscapes are so intricate and multi-layered that I can't take it all in:
it's like riding a swirling rollercoaster, while being hypnotized at the same time. There's no vanishing point in the horizon, every angle
returns - through me, as if this organic world is an extension of my nervous system and internal organs.
I find myself in a great plain. Here, one need not go to a museum just to appreciate art. The thin bushes are like
the bristles of a brush, the light breeze spreading wavy tones across the grassy canvas. One need not visit a modern
metropolis just to be awed by imposing structures and glamorous lights. The assymetrical, jutting mountains point towards
the heavens, while still being part of the earth. Nothing's cluttered here like some congested, crowded city. The sparkling
stars are more illuminating than neon lights - only these flashing lights take your picture, and don't saturate you with
glossy, garish advertisements.
One need not read an imaginative book or see a spectacular movie just to get a thrill, or be stimulated. The
shadowy, bulky cliffs and contorted, towering trees are as awe-inspiring as any god or monster. One's imagination is not
blocked here. You need not depend on the creative few to plan out our dreams and nightmares.
Though my neighborhood locks its doors, and the shopping center is about to close, My pal invites me into his
home. Everything vanishes into the clouds of the night, but his well-lit room makes me feel as though the morning sun the very spirit of summer has taken refuge there. Most people depend on the light to guide them through the day/life, but
like a lighthouse keeper, this abudant energy source is always within his reach, no matter how dark, cloudy, or stormy.
I'm a child again, not yet affected by cynicism or disappointment. My dreams ( e.g., romantic crushes, the need to believe in heroes,
etc.) are untainted. I look at the behind-the-scenes photos of my favorite movie, whatever it is. These pictures are portals to Heavenly
worlds - there is a promised land beyond the cutthroat realm. It is uninhabited by the wall-faces that call themselves educated,
sophisticated adults. But on Earth, the primal fear obstructs the positive flow - of teaching, learning, and relating. My favorite actress
greets me. She senses my potential, and already I carry myself with the grace and confidence that they so desperately try to teach. She
blesses me, and my stamina is increased, and my will is strengthened. She's critical without being insensitive or discouraging. Even
when I fail, I'm too amused to ever be embarrassed. My overpowering aura of indifference and confidence silences those who I cannot
see mocking me. Even when I struggle - I'm but the mighty finger or whatever limb of a giant - my teammates are the other
interchangable limbs balancing the burdening weight.

The heavenly aura comes and goes throughout the ages like Halley's Comet. I feel pure love and wonder when I'm around it, even
though I thought it was indifferent towards me. When I was four years old, the aura was sparkly yellow, like the morning sun. The
colorful cartoon shows, and fast talking adults express this divine spirit. Everything seemed to have a certain movement to it, even the
air, as if all things were traveling upstream. No one is ugly or strange. Everyone is a legend and celebrity, whether young, old, rich,
poor.
When I was a teenager, the aura had a cool, romantic darkness to it, like the starry night sky. Like the the universe, it is
mysterious, yet full of possibilities. Each era expressed this spirit in its own particular way, as if giving a face to the aura. During the
late 1970s, and throughout the '80s, the amusement parks, malls, and race courses radiated a silken, pinkish-white aura, like a rainbow
emanating from the silky jogging short shorts of beautiful women. It warms me all over.
Suddenly, the sun goes down, and the hot weather becomes chilly. The voices of long lost lovers become shrill and distant,
like the gusty winds. But they've merged with the elements, hoping to reunite with me. I realize that the heavenly aura doesn't mean to
tease me. It comes and goes because it wants to stay in touch. It wants to merge with me as much as I want to be one with it. The
angels want to sing, but what good is that if there's no one there to listen? But until I become pure, indivisable energy, there will
always be that distance, just like the majestic horizon is out of my reach. But I shall soon feel its presence. It makes surprise visits, in
the morning, evening, midnight, dawn. It shall not forsake me - for that I appreciate my desires, longings, possessions, frustrations,
and disappointments. I don't feel tormented by them.
Just when I think things are hopeless, that nothing can excite or inspire me, the aura presents itself, like a present. It is a limitless
power-source, lighting up a desolate cell in an abandoned, condemned prison. Most of its cells are dark and dingy, but it transforms
one cell into a mansion. Even if that mansion is shut down and barricaded with the bars of frustration and negativity, the aura retreats
to another cell - no place is too dark, or ever out of its reach.
The colorful, formless consciousness can't be described, but it can be 'sensed' in the respect that it tastes so
sweet that I'd hate to chew or swallow it, but I can't anyhow, because it tickles my gums and nostrils in an erotic, sensual
way, like some potent, rosy - pink frosting... just looking at it tickles my eyelids. It is majestic and gorgeous, yet I feel
uncertain when around it. But the fact that it wants to merge with me helps me overcome my fear. Its music is more
stirring than the saddest or most joyful song, yet it is not melancholic at all - it's pulsating beat is an orgasm captured in
musical form.
Your shadow walks the hidden promised land. Great friends, places, and things are in abundance there. The more you believe
that you're more than human, that you're an immortal, powerful being deserving unconditional love, peace, and happiness, the more
fleshed out your shadow will become. When you 'die', your shadow becomes the perfect you.

There's another side waiting to be uncovered on the underside of everything, - a whole other flipside to the positive/negative,
light/dark tension. Someone concentrates his positive energy and blasts an invisible beam, which can only be seen in that mysterious
domain. This individual's soul is a strand of the universal net, a net that's been pulled and strained beyond its initial stable, elastic
state. Simply put, it is flimsy. But a particular individual, desiring peace and happiness for all beings, has pulled the net back into
shape in this newly discovered realm - giving some slack to others.

PERCEIVING REALITY THROUGH A
REALM OF PURE ENERGY

Meditations on death:
Before the moment of death, one must focus on the darkness within, and not panic as you would if finding yourself stumbling about in
a blacked-out city. In fact, you must rid yourself of all prejudices and misconceptions about darkness, for it is usually associated with
evil, ugliness, and uncertainty - but it can be your salvation in the death state: it has hidden beauties and truths - qaulities that are
almost invisible, unlike the superficial, transparent qaulities of the light. One can develop the film negatives that are the transparent,
interdimensional membranes of space.
But when will death come? I'm tortured by expectation. Ironically, my pounding heart and fizzling nerves make me feel more
alive than ever. Suddenly, I forget what I was just obsessing over. I find myself riding a train, speeding through the noisy, busy city. I
don't know where I'm going, and what I did earlier in the day. I'm neither happy nor sad, just a bit agitated. As I see the towering, dullgray cityscape shrink in the back windows, I feel like I'm escaping an elaborate penintentuary. The people screaming, shouting, and
fighting, the cars beeping annoy me more than a thousand chalk boards being scratched.
But we enter the tunnel, and the peaceful darkness envelops me, like the somber night-sky appearing like a blanket to blindfold and calm the hyper children... outrageous, obnoxious attitudes are humbled. The railways no longer screech. It feels like I'm
going down a soft, snowy hill on a sled. I can feel the shimmering silver blade spread the creamy, icy- white frosting across the moist
grounds.
I'm now experiencing the most profound silence and peace, because I'm attuned to the undercurrent of all dynamic actions,
and I realize how chaotic it was all before: I felt like I was watching a humongous television, the volume turned on high, and its
channels changing erratically - a kind of assault on the senses. Now, the overheated TV has been unplugged, and the screen is a cool,
soothing, transparent black.
Suddenly, I remember. The transition from life to death had no unpleasant shock to it, like if you slip off a ledge and fall into
a freezing lake. Rather, one moment, I was sitting down on the sandy banks, looking through the mirror-like surface of the water, then
I found myself floating about and sinking back-first to the warm, murky, dimly-lit bottomless world of less pressure.
I hit rock bottom, but there are no regrets, expectations, hopes, or fears here. There is no water or air; it is a kind of
transcendental cave...all thoughts and feelings merge with the transparent mist. I rise and walk throuch this vast inner universe, which
contains the outer worlds and galaxies. Is this cavernous space the egg containing the embryo that is the universe, and all life? Maybe
the universe envelops this area, as well as being inside it. Maybe this space is where the ying and yang merge. Each descending level
in this underground maze is darker - narrower than the last. But the darkness doesn't frighten me, or makes me feel isolated, nor is its
space claustrophobic. I hit a dead end. I can no longer walk, so I press myself up against this wall that seemingly rises above the
ceiling of the universe, and everything rotates - I defy the laws of physics and find myself walking on it, not climbing up. It is a
bridge to a spiritual realm, not just a material barrier or wall.
I stumble as this trail suddenly becomes completely flat. I slide down this mountainside, but I don't panic: rather than hold onto the

stumble as this trail suddenly becomes completely flat. I slide down this mountainside, but I don't panic: rather than hold onto the
ledges, I let go, dropping like a bomb... my body transforms mid-flight into a rocket that's taking off, and I find myself landing face
first on the uphill trail - by going south I wound up north, and suddenly in this rotating reality, even measly cracks become gaping
caves. I enter one of them - but it turns out to be a cell. I feel the surrounding walls for some hidden knob, lever, button in this darkest
of booths.
However, I meditate in such a way that my mind's eye percieves the wall, floor and ceiling as being one great flat plane, not
as parts of a cell. I race across all surfaces, with such speed that I don't know whether I'm going left-right, up-down, - everything
merges into one floor, and it extends like a treadmill... it takes me somewhere, to an outer universe that is so brightly lit, that it blinds
me - thus, it is dark in a sense - and it is so dark, that it is lit within, like a bright image that stays with you when you close your
eyelids. There's never complete darkness anyways; there's always a lighter (black) tone, brought out by the darker ones...which allows
you to see even lighter tones( within the light ones) - to the point that a glowing portal will present itself - suddenly I've broken the
time barrier, and I'm in the fourth dimension and beyond!
Death is but the final orgasm before the eternal ecstacy.
.

Can we use all this to master our minds? Is it possible to have more pleasant dreams than nightmares, or to even control
our dreams? Or are some negative emotions too powerful and painful to endure? Maybe we can enhance our minds indirectly: just like we can't imagine living in a perfect world, can we also not imagine an even worse world? What's worse
than the greatest pain and misery? Are we not also blocked when trying to imagine the most unimaginable evil? If so, we
must use that block to our advantage and imagine a world that is nothing less than a great one, as opposed to imagining
an even worse world.
This mental readjusting also relates to dream manipulation, because one has to realize just how miniscule the
shadowy compartments of the mind are - threatening to overtake one's being during sleep. Again, these psycho-realities
are like shows and movies playing on a multitude of channels( whether the TV is on or off). If one isn't aware that these
shows are from within, not from without , one can be 'drafted' to act in them, at the mercy of seemingly outside nightmarish forces. One has to be a director or scriptwriter, in order to alter the chain of events... a mutilated, screaming body in a
dream can be mended together just by you wishing peace, happiness, and health to your fellow man. Even rampaging
firestorms can be extinguished by you crying the tears of compassion, and laughing the tears of passion.

This mental cleansing is a great step toward unity. We'll be so attuned to one an other that we need not be psychic, or
have ESP.

You all need to visit the world within yourselves, and embrace its darkness so that you can find the dim light that you seek
in the outer world. When the majority can fill up the depth of their souls, they can widen their perspective. And when meditating, embrace the infinite, silent darkness inside, use it to your advantage, so that those infiltrating, tormenting thoughts
can slip into the abyss of your soul like trash falling down the chute... breathe in and out in such a way that utilizes all of
your muscles, as if they're mini-lungs. And when you inhale, feel as though you're consuming the hidden, transformative
energies released by the expanding, universal bubble -bursting air that is your exhaling - blowing at the seams of limitation.
One can use meditation or whatever liberating process, to systematically 'untangle' this knotted reality. When
people transcend themselves, they'll subconsciously inhabit the inner realm, while occupying the outer world. Maybe people will finally see eye to eye. They'll no longer be any extroverts or introverts, narrow-minded, near-sighted tribes, exclusive clubs, or alienated loners. Winners won't be confined to their isolating hills, nor will the losers, or
under-appreciated/undiscovered talents roam the boundless plains - which are greater than the highest hills and mountains. When people master themselves, they can master the material world - as well as exploring the endless possibilities
of other worlds....

Thus, the following meditations, visualizations, and insights are meant to stimulate one's particular style; they aren't ends
in themselves. There's no one cure for all diseases . Some revelations, answers, and so forth, whether they be
logical/scientific, spiritual, philosophical, etc., apply accordingly to the dilemma. Other times, there is no concrete explanation or method to cope: one must merely offfset the mind, for it is is very efficient in its ability to resist change, you must
keep turning and tossing it over like some cumbersome rock, so that its dirty, jagged edges won't cling to things, ideas, as
well as allowing the latent mental energies to flow. Even ''sweet talk', 'pleasant thoughts', cynicism, humor, and other unconventional methods can be helpful.

The meditations - The brain/mind, like any other body part can tighten up from stress, so one must carefully
unravel the knots( indirectly connected to the the cords of the universe as well) in order to perceive the liberating spaces
that get tied up or are overlooked in times of haste. So no matter how tense and restless one feels, whether sitting in traditional meditative postures, lying down, walking, etc. there's always a relaxed area in your mind and body. In fact, there
maybe more relaxed areas than you think, only you must focus on the calm places - one can't focus the eyes on two objects without one object becoming blurred... In other words, you must blur out the tense, rigid, aching areas by magnifying
your relaxed spaces - which can widen like windows, allowing for nourishing, refreshing winds to blow in, while letting your
negative parts to slip through… let those negative particles drop into the bottomless pit of oblivion, or get sucked into the
black hole of indifference...
Relaxation is a neverending process, because there are infinite neuro-fibers, cells, etc. beyond the muscles and
bones - merge all relaxed parts so that they can morph into great toothless mouths, feel them consume your rigid areas in
a massaging, warm way. If one feels distracted or overwhelmed by negative thoughts during meditation, one must remember that the mind isn't as domineering as we think, because, again there are more peaceful, untapped regions in the
brain than chaotic, the unawakened mind is like a turned off television, one must switch it on to see that there are countless channels, playing innumerable programs, movies, commercials, etc. - so when you get distracted, focus on the hidden areas of your brain, and tune in to the multitudes of inspiring, informative, and entertaining shows. You may not
necessarily see or hear these shows, but you feel their latent revitalizing energies - which emanate from the open
windows/calm spaces. Simply put, be like a blind person with extra-sensory perception.
Being distracted by sights, sounds, and chaotic thoughts is akin to one being violently pulled by leashes - towards fleeting
objects, activities, and persons - if one is oppressed this way physically, one will do almost anything to cut the leashes.
Wouldn't being pulled constantly make you dizzy and tired? And wouldn't you unconsciously savor the silence and stillness that follows once you're freed from this bondage? Thus one must free oneself from the psychic leashes.

And no matter how overwhelming those negative emotions are, those seemingly endless streams of turbulent thoughts,
there are always gaps that follow, like the space between planets in a galaxy, or between words, sentences, and paragraphs on a densely typed page. Focus on the empty space so that you can remain open.. the more open one is, the
more light can enter, revealing the inner workings in the most brilliant way possible, enabling one to describe and express
things in the most dynamic and elegant way( the dynamics of charisma).
As you relax every bodypart, muscle, bone, etc. imagine your muscles letting go of the burdensome weights as if
they're cramped-up hands - you know the relief you get when you put down something heavy. Once you let go of all burdens, your muscles will deflate, to the point that you can't even lift a miserly pound. But you'll be as impenetrable as the
all-surrounding air; though it can't budge a rock, it can't be damaged by an avalanche. either. Soon you'll transcend air
itself, and not be contaminated by any destructive element or negative particle.
It's important that one not force the meditation. For example, rather than being overly-conscious of one's breathing or of the relaxation of whatever bodypart, one should shrink oneself so as to enter the caverns of one's anatomy. Your
lungs will become great windy tunnels - you won't know from which direction the refreshing winds are blowing. Thus, you'll
be inhaling and exhaling not just with shriveled lungs, but with your expanding body, as if it's a giant balloon figure being
pumped up from all directions. The slower you go, the more your insides grow: closets become ballrooms, and ballrooms
become stadiums. Your veins shall be like riverways, and the neuro-pathways of your brain will be tunnels. Your inside
world will grow, emanate from you in such a manner that you'll feel unknown gravitational forces and energies, like compressed air being released not sucked in ; you'll realize how warm, cool, relaxing, and massaging the atmosphere of your
innards can be, as opposed to forsaking them for the stuffy, suffocating, oppressing elements of the outer atmosphere (
which we force ourselves to adapt to).
You'll be so relaxed - to the point that your open spaces can merge with the interdimensional spaces within the universe.
Feel the revitalizing, rejuvenating, healing, empowering beams of divinity penetrate your spaces like energetic acupuncture needles at all sides and angles. Feel every open area light up, one by one, like the lights/rooms of a metropolis being
switched on. Feel the power of cities within cities, worlds within worlds. The more relaxed you are, the wider your spaces
become, filling you with raging torrents of energy. ... once you receive enough energy, you can give some back, since
you'll be part of the electrified universal net. When you open your windows, others will be overwhelmed by the brightest,
most heart-warming rays.

One must meditate or pray accordingly to the obstacle, be it a trauma, repression, or suppression. If one feels arrogant or
snobby, one must simply meditate on humility. Really take in this feeling and break it down into its unassuming parts you'll be surprised how much is involved in learning the art of humility. You'll become so centered that nothing seems beneath you, nor over your head. Tons of footsteps and other stresses may pound the ground, but it still supports them. And
the floor is too sturdy to realize that it's just another layer over a hidden domain. The humble center is not a low-point, for
it can feel influential forces from almost any depth and angle.
If one feels frightened, threatened, or overwhelmed, meditate on courage and assertiveness - let these electrifying feelings fizzle into your very being - otherwise one will feel trapped within one's own body, rather than seeing the
many detours, physical or psychological. Even crowds and cities look tiny from a great distance - thus one's perception
decides what is great.
Meditate on forgiveness - for whatever one cannot forgive only hints at one's limits of compassion, not at the severity of the crime - limits that present themselves like black holes in future situations, sucking in logic and reason. Meditate on anti-prejudice... since your impulsive judgements( how much of your opinion is truly your own anyways?) blind you
to the colors of the rainbow, how can you expect to fathom the mysteries of the universe; to see its unknown tones and
worlds, much less ponder their meanings?
Don't do it! Take that gun out of your mouth, spit out those pills, and close that thirty-story window! If you hear me out, I
promise to tell you things that you've yet to hear, or at least articulate them in a refreshing, inspiring way. I won't lecture
you, nor judge you, like a smug person does when your negativity suddenly puts their own self-hatred, arrogance, and
insecurity in perspective. I shall merge myself with you, so that I can decode all those horrid, confusing thoughts.

How can you not be loved? How can you be an accident? Even if people like you in a limited way, you must have some
purpose here. If you have nothing going for you, than be a secret agent of love. Blindly believe that God, or your higher
power shall steer your unmanned ship. Just like storms can ravage untended boats, why can't they be carried by gentle
winds?
At the beginning of your recovery or therapeutic process, the healing, blessing, empowering sunbeam starts out thin. As
your faith deepens, the light widens and brightens, filling you with more positive energy. Keep at it, for one day, the lightbeam will be a sunflare - so too will your constricting mind expand. And the refreshing sprinkler, shooting the purified
drops of compassion and love into your polluted consciousness, will eventually become a raging tropical storm, flooding
the dingy, corroded compartments of your mind, cleansing you of negativity.

The medicine is always working, whether or not you're aware of it. The daily drops accumulate, and before the patient
knows it, he or she is stronger and more vibrant - although it can take hours, days, weeks, even years. But, as long as
you take your medication, you'll be steps ahead of other ailing souls in denial.

Your wishful mind is like a lighthouse beaming a ray of hope through the fog and storms...the angels in the skies shall
send help soon.

Just like a maid washes away the accumulating filth on a daily basis, so too must you consistently cleanse your spirit. The
cleaning can take seconds, minutes, an hour, as long as you make some effort, whether through prayer, meditation, positive or wishful thinking, etc.
Every frustration, obstacle, trauma, challenge, disappointment, and failure will be irrelevant in the end...negativity will get
all the credit, not blame, if you succumb to temptation and self-destruction.

Since you believe again, the good spirits celebrate because they know another angel shall soon join them. You won't be
just another statistic. As a result of your pro-life choice, the congesting, suffocating dark clouds part, and the sun burns
brightly.

I cannot always tell you what's right. I can't always tell you what you want to hear. If your prayers haven't been answered,
or you're still waiting to have your desires fulfilled, then maybe the present climate is lacking. You may not necessarily be
unworthy. The climate is always changing, so have the faith that a more appropriate phase; one that's more in tune to
your needs will come.

How can you be disillusioned if you haven't seen big changes in your life yet? Tyrants still rule countries, and poverty,
homelessness, and corruption are still prevalent. Though chaos is like a flood, your evergrowing faith/will is a current
slowly but surely building momentum...one day, perhaps not even in your lifetime, you shall be a tidal wave.
f you fail, you fail. Look at baseball players: for every four outs, there's a hit, for every eight or so hits, there's a homerun.
Expecting to conquer everything and everyone is like expecting to hit a homerun, much less have a hit at every at bat.
Though you surely will suffer and struggle - perhaps often - you must make a promise: you shall gather yourself
and rejoice after your darkest days. If your morning starts out poorly, then conquer or embrace the afternoon, if your afternoon goes badly, then enjoy the evening, night, and so forth. The worst storms always pass, and the winter always leads
to Spring and Summer.

You'll never have to pay rent, or at least worry about making an income! You'll never be stressed out! No one will bother
you! You can have any guy or girl you want! You'll never age! You will only shed tears of joy, not of pain or heartache!
Doesn't pretending to believe these things make you feel better already?

If we can feel chronic pain, why can't we feel chronic pleasure?

If your constantly disappointed and frustrated by expecting the best, then expect the worse. Believe that everyone hates
you, then you'll realize that more people like you than you thought. When you think that all days suck, you'll realize how
many pleasant little moments there really are. If you expect everything to go bad, then you'll be pleasantly surprised.
You can't stop envying, condemning; being overwhelmed by negative emotions? So shut off your mind, the way you close
your eyes when you see unpleasant things. Be like the sensitive blind person, and work around the echoes, as opposed
to being distracted by the chaos. Feel the defining contours, don't be misled by the rigid surfaces.

You feel burdened by painful ailments, whether physical or emotional: those aggravating itches, dull, throbbing aches, and
tormenting thoughts that drive you crazy? That's like saying you have a swollen, dis-proportioned second head, or third
arm and leg - unnecessary body parts that weigh you down. But, off course, one has only one head and a pair of arms
and legs - so simply let go of the extra, imaginary limb. You're no longer off-balance, and you move about freely. Now,
concentrate, and allow your sole head, and two arms and legs to disappear - you're pure energy, no longer weighed down
by tissue and bones, and their accompanying aches and illnesses. You're free to go anywhere, anytime now, whether in
the universe, the future, etc.
You stop forcing everything - even your meditation - for whenever you try to relax, you tense up, whenever you try to clear
your mind, you're bombarded with all of these conflicting thoughts. But now you're completely still because you've succumbed to some great force, as if struck by a truck. Though you feel flattened, as if pressed into the floor, you start to feel
a slight ticklish tremor. This energy forms into a river, running into the oceans of dynamic, decisive action, and into the
peaceful streams of stillness. The orgasmic vibrations stimulate your heart, brain, and groin, like electrodes in an emergency ward. Your rigid, aching bones dissolve in a pleasurable way, and the confining layers of tissue disintegrate. You've
finally come in touch with the primal spark.
There's no time for the idea/technique/motivation to make itself clear. You're automatically at peace. You feel the effect of
the medicine, though you do not know if you've taken a pill, have been injected with something - you may not even be
alive. Fear, anxiety, misery, and general negativity, are trying to infiltrate your peace, but again you only feel the winds of
the incoming storm - the heat of that terrible thing is smothered before you realize it's a fire.

DEMYSTIFYING THE SUPERNATURAL FOR THE PURPOSE OF CULTIVATING A HIGHER MIND
The following is a speculation on life's mysteries... I believe that no mystery is unfathomable, that the supernatural is
merely misunderstood natural phenomena... everything is ultimately an extension of fundamental dynamics; what is a
thousand but a one with four zeroes following it, or a million or billion for that matter?
A balanced understanding of all phenomena and their relationship to artistic, spiritual, scientific, and technological
fields, and cultural practices - and the interdependence of these various schools of thought with each other - will set us
on the path to designing a virtual utopia. In other words, we can use our knowledge to uncover a hidden paradise( which
resides in our hearts and minds) one which paradoxically changes and expands by the moment .
What is our potential exactly, or how would this heaven on Earth be like? It's concievable that we can feel chronic
euphoria, not unlike the way we feel chronic pain - merely by using some mindful approach like meditation, or
meditative exercise to turn the forces of gravity to our advantage, using them to massage and empower us, not to stress
us. I've experienced this blissful state to a degree by combining my personalized meditations/visualizations with
fitness/bodybuilding, yoga, tai chi routines, and various breathing excercises. This enables me to experience full-body
orgasmic sensations, and an enhanced Zen awareness( where everything looks fresh, new, and exciting) But one person
can only experience this for so long, since we're interconnected, and affect each others' mood to a degree; if a third of
the world is fairly happy and secure, and the rest exists in poverty and misery, then even the well-to-do will experience
seemingly inexplicable lows along with their 'expected' highs...
If people work towards this state, they'll experience a natural high, which will also enable them to make constructive,
enlightened associations to progressive ideas, not reactionary, cynical ones. Thus, the current paradigm of hypercompetition must also be eradicated in order for us to construct a more uplifting reality, in order for everyone to
experience this high to the maximum: this can be done by using our present knowledge and resources to provide the
world's citizens with food, shelter, and other essentials, while pursuing our holistic interests( art or things which we use
to express ourselves in various ways).
The natural high is the most powerful and it can change the world. Such a naturalistic system of euphoria can eradicate
most addictions and heal many truamas; our need for tasty treats, intoxicating beverages or drugs, etc. will be replaced
by the more fulfilling sensation of orgasmic, massaging forces...
This heaven-on-earth mentality can lead us to the literal heaven: an interactive psychedelic realm, which is the source of
our hopes and wishes, our need for drama and adventure, and the source of our ideals of romance and power - a
repressed or disowned collective universal consciousness, which is presently a convoluted consciousness, not a shared
one in terms of our intermingled fears, hopes, conflicting biases( populated by the consciousness of extraterrestrial
beings, and other entities also)a mass of consciousness which since time immemorial has indiectly driven us via our
sensual desires, dreams and nightmares, religious visions, paranormal encounters, and hallucinogenic drug-induced
visions. Most competitive fields such as business, hollywood film-making, the pop culture, some sports, etc. will end,
since we'll experience the high of a champion athlete executing a dramatic play, the thrill of a rock star performing in his
or her rousing concert, and so on. Superstars and celebrities will also become obsolete....
My theory is that by society uniting its educational, therapeutic, and artistic fields not unlike the way that I combined
my interests with other schools of thought, most of life's mysteries and problems will be solved - merely by uniting
metaphor with reason, meeting institutional extremes, and bridging intellectual gaps or resolving their contradictions(
between the individual and group, hard and soft, work and play, liberalism and conservitism, and so on).

For instance, scientists and neuro-scientists/psychologists can explore both the artistic and paranormal arenas in the
effort to solve the mysteries of genetics( ie: desease, depression, truama/ mental disability etc.) This will give sincere,
balanced doctors and scientists the information necessary to create a healthy envirement, where everyone can prosper,
as opposed to near-sighted fascists creating efficient human robots for the purpose of serving a futile totalitarian
society.
Fascisistic notions result when petty minds attempt to ponder great ideas....
Thus the following speculations on God and other paranormal phenomena is an example of the grounded, humble, nondiscriminating mind's potential to contemplate or assimiliate ineffable knowledge.
For example, concerning the concept of god( ie. the many mysterious ways in which god works): though we're driven by
an inexplicable force, its intelligence can be described as being a 'scattered' one, not higher. It doesn't adhere to a divine
plan or to a greater design, rather its amorphous hand is drawn to a kind of 'chaotic magnetism'... this self-exploratory,
improvisational consciousness sketches out reality for the purpose of meeting extremes and resolving contradictions or to work with them in a less conflicting manner. Simply put, on a raw, energetic level, this force, or (sometimes) forces
also struggles with the base paradox that torments us: which is how to unify the positive and negative for the sake of
enlightened progression, not oppressive, or dehumanizing evolution - in this respect, this paradox, potentially, can also
be the most liberating paradigm; it encourages us not to invent something pure, original, and discriminatory, or to
repress new ideas, rather it stresses that we see the interrelationship/interdependence of unique things, both
traditional and innovative... the unfortunate tension between tradition and innovation(progress) has thus far lead to
bias, frustration, prejudice, fleeting trends, generational and cultural clashes, war, and various conflicts.
Unifying the positive and negative will also help us understand that the greatest power is non-oppressive and is
therefore non-comprimising- which will pave the way for a more integrated, yet freer existence....
Ultimately, all conflicts, whether between good and evil, god and Satan, opposing belief systems, various dieties and
beings, etc, arise from a single, yet conflicted and divided multidimensional consciousness which is overwhelmed by its
diversity, as opposed to being integrated for the purpose of exploring infinite possibilities with little or no comprimise...
in this sense, the divisive contradictions can be converted into multipliable options...
For instance, our inability to fathom outer or distant phenomena such as ETS, and other mystical things is symptomatic
of our cosmic disharmony: malignant beings such as aliens and demons are merely our unaligned para-psychic selves(
doppelgangers) - manifestations of a schizophrenic universal mind, or extensions of multidimensional consciousness and
its corresponding realities... a transdimensional reality that can either be an all-inclusive paradise or ever-deepening
hell, according to our hopes and fears; our development or regression. In other words, all beings, all consciousness have
the potential to bypass the rigid laws of good and evil, and evolve into beings more integrated than gods and angels, and
inhabit domains more substantial than heaven.
For great gods have even greater limitations
Hence, this god-force, which mirrors human development, is at a conflict with itself, because - like us - it wants
a stable space to reside in - yet it also desires continous exploration and boundless expansion. This force becomes
divided in its chaotic or blind search for stability, becoming a faint spectrum of its multidimensional essence, as it
inhabits a lower-density realm or is drawn to evolving consciousness( in the form of an oppressive god-like powersource, narrow belief system, constraining paradigm, physical or evolutionary dynamic/law, etc.)

Thus, it's up to us to cultivate a permeating multidimensional perspective( whether through some enlightened,
thoughtful approach like art, meditation, spirituality, trans-psychology, or lighter, yet higher mode of thinking) so as to
process reality in its totality, rather than being institutionalized by systems of isolation: an informational pool that
reveals itself accordingly to our receptivity, yet itself is shaped by our development. We can either follow the will of a
god of self-preservation, or take the expansive course of the evolving spirit seeking unification. But there's a dilemma in
following the former, because self-preserving forces which range from well-meaning, conservative gods / evolutionary
psychic forces to parasetic dieties and energies can posess our spirits and control our minds, an infiltration of
consciousness (whether angelic or demonic)which also takes the form of social Darwinian enslavement ( caste systems,
class division, genetic predispositions) hence, the follower or offspring of whatever system or outer force is still
comprimised, no matter their genetic advantage or social privilege, since one is defering to an alien influence,
animalistic/primordial instinct, or impersonal system. There are corrosive implications to operating from a comprimised
consciousness, since many people are bound to suceed or fail, according to the discriminating social trends, constraining
intellectual paradigms, or particular energetic fluctuations of chaotic cosmic cycles( caused by various disharmonies and
disturbances); many so-called geniuses, winners, losers, champions, contenders, etc. have been pre-destined to an
extent - though everyone has the option to use their endeavor, activities, situation( whether fortunate or unfortunate),
as a means to transcend the game at some point and converge with others at the interconnecting, liberating paths of
holistic expression.
This process of being more spiritually sensitive alludes to the phenomena of channeling cosmic energy( chi, ki,
prana,kundalini, orgone energy, holy spirit, 'the force', etc.) the intermediate lifeforce which is attuned all worlds; this
force is a mixture of gravitational energies, both terrestrial and extra-terrestrial. When meditating, praying, or if one is in
an altered state, one becomes spiritually malleable and sensitive to these ever-changing energies. These energies can
heal, heighten one's senses, and increase one's flexibility and athletic prowess. From my experience, one can be so
sensitive, that one feels as though one is floating while walking, the onrushing air feeling like water currents.
This alludes to esp, dreams, and supernatural visions: these intermingling energies merge with our auras and can form
elasticated 'movie screens' which stretch out to the heavens, and other interstellar worlds. One's ethereal visions are
woven by the colorful,abstract patterns/ energetic-mediums of space, which are not unlike the digital tools of some
computer design program. During sleep, or whatever altered or suggestive state, our innermost minds /our deepest
emotions, whether positive or negative, processes, and intreperts the jumbled signals of the collective psyche. For
example, a hopeful soul sees itself as an angelic being; viewing the shiny, glassy dimension which it is psychically
connected to as a gleaming castle in some heavenly realm, while the troubled, fearful soul sees blinding blades of glass
showering down on it. One's projections converge with others' hopes and fears, while shadows, auras, vibrations, and
other energetic fluctuations act as abstract animation cells, ready to mix and flesh out the scenes of the 'movie' ... this
higher animation reel of possibilities or form of interdimensional time-lapse videography alludes to prophecy as well.
One can also use these insights to comprehend, and even solve the immediate ills of the world: depression, hatred,
discrimination, the contradictions of history, culture, etc and their indirect contributation to the greater mess of it all.
snce the beginning of history, humankind, whether unbeknowst to it or not, has been driven by the progressive
zeitgeist or 'god magnetism', which is trying to guide us by way of our hopes, passions, interests, institutions, etc. to
create a less-comprimising reality where we can explore our ever-growing human potential... but bias, cultural
conditioning, and other limiting outlooks have comprimised the mind's ability to fully process this multidimensional
consciousness. This lack of spiritual sensitivity has resulted in a distorted intrepetation of this unconscious driving force,
and it has lead to the twisted ideals and alienating extremes of manifest destiny, nazism, gangsterism; imperialist,
fascist, totalitarian movements - and it has brought insanity to the rebellious few striving to comprehend an
overwhelming force that's meant to be channeled by the majority.

The ultimate paradox is that you can neither force progress nor deny it. The inability of the masses to comprehend this
has lead to centuries of oppression, turmoil, conflict, discrimination, frustration, crime, war, and other terrible social ills
- dilemmas which torment us presently, and hence threaten future generations if we don't align ourselves with an
expanding, yet fluctuating reality that's both within and without. Besides accepting what is, a good way to come terms
with with life's dilemmas is to contemplate what could've been, had history taken a more harmonious or saner course.
This enables us to appreciate what can still be, by seeing everything and all persons as being scattered pieces of the
utopian puzzle... it's never too late in other words, since the forces of progress offers opportunities accordingly to the
present course.
For instance, had the European rulers of the distant past( the rulers of Eastern/Asian and other empires as well)
acknowledged their own limitations, and the contradictions of their repressive systems - and the importance of creating
a balanced, domestic society, where everyone has basic human rights/ access to decent food, material goods, and
shelter - there would've been a self-sufficient , self-sustaining, balanced domestic society without rigid hierarchies,
royalty, or peasants - and hence, no need to expand empires or to conquer foreign lands and enslave people... and the
need to explore and move beyond one's borders would've had a more genuine, exploratory purpose. There could've
been equal cultural exchanges with even the so-called primitive cultures; foreign cultures would've been inspired by
other nation's technological, social, and other advances, and vice versa. This could've lead to the formation of a truly
universal religion or world school, a kind of 'techno-shamanism which utilized the fields of art, science, etc. in a more
sensitive, naturalistic way. A genuine respect and appreciation for diverse peoples could've replaced the self-defeating
need for social Darwinist competition and dominion.
Another way to further our advancement is too acknowledge that most people are either innovators of progress or
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IINTELLECTUAL IMAGINATION SERIES:
These not your typical zines, they're wild graphic novelettes exploring our evolutionary potential. Don't be misled by
the simple, mixed-media format of these epic meta-sci-fi books, which complement their synergistic/transcendental
themes. These themes are too multi-layered to be accurately expressed through traditional formats, whether comics,
novels, and the like. Inter-related themes of progress, the supernatural, and existentialism are synthesized into my
speculative mythology, bridging the gaps between fantasy/metaphor, logic/education, structure and freedom, society,
and the individual. I believe integrated( less-discriminatory forms of) intelligence is the way to the future.
What is our evolutionary potential and the complimentary purpose of my work? We can co-shape our own evolution(
'co-evolution')which is dependant upon our mindful internalization of life's challenges/stresses. This greater
internalization allows us to bridge our differences, and other seemingly conflicting ideas. This allows us to bridge most
contradictions, whether within, without, and beyond( in the individual, society, and everything in between) - to the
degree that we can utilize our tools and resources to align with the ultimate free energy system. This O.I.( organic
intelligence) system encapsulates everything on the quantum level, and is the source of infinite ideas and
technologies.This system can tackle any challenge and bridge any reality( whether physical or non-physical) - as much of
that reality we can envision with our present systems. We use the building blocks of our immediate systems as 'merging
blocks' for a more dynamic, organic system.
I do this symbolically with my art, creating my own intersecting reality: manifested by my compassionate curiousity and
transparency. For instance, in some tales, I'm my own celebrity, superhero , god( for lack of a better word) and a boxing
( 'paradoxing')champion in a reality of intersecting worlds, populated by diverse beings( not unlike aliens, dragons,
robots, and the rest). But my seemingly selfish desires: for love, acceptance, happiness, understanding, and self-mastery
are indirectly fulfilled by helping others follow their dreams in the most sentient, yet dynamic of realities.
My organic-geometric drawing style corresponds to my overall philosophy about our evolutionary potential: where
structure/systems of limitation( whether mathematical, neurological, linguistic, et al) unravel, yet intersect like spirals,
coelescing into portals within portals. Hence, my worlds are holographic in a way that's not too overwhelming, where
you see portals/connections( to places/ events/others) in various details( whether the scales on a dragon, features of a
person, symmetries in a structure) accordingly to your perception.
There are 10 books in this series, in no particular order, but like the (often) contrary chapters in a religous text, they
ultimately compliment themes of transcendance from various perspectives. My technique is experimental, sometimes
incorporating familiar genres, like illustrated short stories/ parables, comics, and speculative essays/manifestoes about
the nature of reality. Sometimes they border many styles( for example, with the art, I border the abstract, surreal,
achitectural, avante-garde; and prose, poetry, stream-of-consciousness with the writing).
Each book usually has a story or two ( sometimes the tales intersect, but they are usually distinct). Or my book has a
creative essay, and a substantial art gallery( featuring character designs and other conceptual pieces related to fantasy,
sci-fi, and surrealism).
This work will appeal to curious, open-minded connossuers of fantasy with inter-related interests in philosophy,
science/physics, spirituality/metaphysics, fine art, comics, and paranormal/conspiracy research. And it is no coincidence
that even authors in established fields( whether in physics, nuero-science, sociology, et al) are taking a more integrated,
creative approach with their books, as if sensing that organic singularity that is driving us all...

